Legacy Society
(as of 12/20/2022)

A
Linda and Gary Anderson
Anonymous (5)
Fanny S. Bain*
Jim and Cary Bassett
Vivian and Ed Bauman*
Helene and John Belfi*
Jill M. Biltz
Tim Biltz
Jo Ann and Bill Black*
Brittany and Tom Blue
Mae and Alvin* Boles
Mary Lou Bowden-Klein*
Mary Gay and Don Brady*
Dora and Bruce Brodie
Margaret and Thornton Brooks*
Suejette and David Brown
Joan and Edwin* L. Bryan
Carol and Skip Bryan

B
Martha* and Clayton Cammack
Claudia and Drew* Cannady
Buck and Polly Campbell
Lee Carter and Greg Bradley
Martha and Wilbur Carter*
Jane and Suresh Chandra
Dawn Chaney
Sandra and Stephen Colyer
Barbara and Herman* Cone
Sally and Alan Cone*
Linda and David Cooper
Elizabeth and Warren Corgan*
Janet and David Craft
Joanne and Bill Craft* 
Neva Jane and Rick Cresenzo
Ellen Ann and Bill Cross*

C
Constance and Chick Dee*
Jean and Horace Denny, Jr.
Denise Descouzis
Wilsonia Dixon*
Abby and Jim Donnelly
Lynn and Dan Donovan
Cynthia and Owen Doyle*
Gwyn and Jed Dunn

D
Linda and Tom Edgerton
Linda and John Englar
Jean Anne and Robert* Finley
Diane and Chuck Flynt
Betty Jo Forrest
Virginia Forrest*
Eugenia* and Barry Frank
Hughlene and Bill Frank*

E
Mary and Grover Godwin*
Judy and Jim Guidone
Arlene Gutterman and Kate Panzer

F
Mebane Ham
Ross Harris
Doris and Richard Hendricks
Nancy and Jack* Hoffmann
Patricia and Gene Holder
Judy Horne and Tom Slagle
Morgan and Jack Horner
Martha and David Howard
Margaret and Morris Howell*
Chris and Bob Hudson

G
Ronald Johnson and Bill Roane
Emily and David Johnston
Nancy and Malcom Jones
Jolyn and Bob Kelley
Ava and Bill Koronis
Barbara Kretzer

Julie Lapham
Bonnie Lawrence and John Farmer
Carolyn and Maurice LeBauer
Gail and Gene LeBauer
Caroline and Clayton Lee
Angela* and John Lennon, Sr.
Evelyn and John Lewis
Ginni and Al Lineberry, Jr.
Ann and Brokie Lineweaver

Lula MacKenzie
Ashley Madden
Janice and David Maner
Carolyn and John Maness
Bonnie and Dan McAlister
Mary McGuire
Donna Moran
Sally and Vernon Mull

Vic Nussbaum Jr.
Sallie and Clyde Nolan

Jackie and Dan O’Connell
Carolyn and Harold O’Tuel

Christopher, Tina and Scott Patterson
Peggy and Jim Powell
Steve Puckett

Jean Reese
Diane and John Reganess
Nancy and Charles Reid
Jane and Royce* Reynolds

Wendy Rivers and Steve Morris
Tara and Steve Sandercock
Dabney and Walker Sanders
Ruth and Gary Sappenfield
Frank Saunders
Genie and Maurice Schwartz
Leigh* and Carl Seager
Mary and Roger Seigler
Linda and Tom Sloan
Margaret and Lanty Smith
Beth and Bill Smith
Yulonda Smith
Pam and David Sprinkle
Betsy Howe Stafford
The Stanford Brothers
Ellen and Frank* Starr
Pam and Dennis Stearns
Kay Stern
Sue and Jim Stinson
Donald Sylvester and Patti Gilmour-Sylvester

Adeline and David Talbot
Brenda and Al Taylor
Laura and Christopher Tew
Marcus Thomas
Lillian and Penn* Truitt
Carol Tuggle
Martha and Harrison Turner

Betty and Tom Ward
Sarah and Jack* Warmath
Dorothy and Buddy Weill
Melanie Wells
John Whisnant
Rebecca and Robert* Williams
Barbara and Tex Williams
Judith and Craven Williams
Lynn Wooten and Paul Russ
Lauren and David Worth
Elaine and Tom Wright

Andy Zimmerman

*Deceased, now a member of “Dear Greensboro”